Danes Baseball: Cinderella Team?

by Bob Demont
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Students Need Absentee Ballots

**NEWS PRIES**

**Students Need Absentee Ballots**

The State Board of Elections and Assembly call for absentee registration at least 21 days before an election. Absentee registration for the November 1974 general election must be completed by October 29. After your application is received, you will receive an absentee ballot and a self-addressed stamped envelope to return your completed ballot. Absentee ballots are available for all election offices in the State of New York. The completed ballot must reach the election office before the polls close on Election Day, November 5, 1974.

Governor and other candidates for statewide office will appear on the ballot, as will many candidates for local offices. Absentee ballots are available for all election offices in the State of New York. The completed ballot must reach the election office before the polls close on Election Day, November 5, 1974.

Students should give full home address and full home registration.

---

**Boards of Elections**

**Student* Need Absentee Ballots**

Students should give full home address and full home registration. You may register and vote via the absentee route.

**Gubernatorial candidates, Gov. Carey, left, and Attorney General Frank Swift, right, meet the public at a speech in Albany on October 31, 1974.**

**Gubernatorial candidates, Gov. Carey, left, and Attorney General Frank Swift, right, meet the public at a speech in Albany on October 31, 1974.**
Hannaford Circus is at Gym

Arrangements have been completed for the Hannaford Circus to continue its tour Tuesday, Oct. 19, through Friday, Oct. 21, at the Gymnasium, 21 Central Ave. at the Albany Mall. In addition to the normal activities of the circus, the performers will be holding classes today, tomorrow, and Thursday for Central students at all grades, as well as for two similar shows at 7:30 p.m. and one from Dutch grand. The first show will be held under the guidance of the American Circus in Binghamton, N.Y. A study of Albany nursing homes is also in the works, to determine what changes could be made, such as raising the $500 claims ceiling and setting up a system of early identification. There are now over seventy students working on PIRG projects and people normally expect in a Broadway show a one-time investment of $20. There is a very fast-paced two performance runs a very fast-paced two
distance runs a very fast-paced two

PIRG hopes to initiate an independent study course. This course will provide direction for students interested in public relations projects and the out-take of independent study for those who want to write a thesis.

**SHOPPER'S GUIDE TO DOCTORS**

Among PIRG's Projects

There are now over seventy students working on PIRG projects and people normally expect in a Broadway show a one-time investment of $20. There is a very fast-paced two-performance runs a very fast-paced two
distance runs a very fast-paced two

**SA ELECTIONS THIS WEEK**

Students for Political Action will be holding elections today, tomorrow, and Thursday for Central Council seats at all grades, as well as for two similar shows at 7:30 p.m. and one from Dutch grand. The first show will be held under the guidance of the American Circus in Binghamton, N.Y. A study of Albany nursing homes is also in the works, to determine what changes could be made, such as raising the $500 claims ceiling and setting up a system of early identification. There are now over seventy students working on PIRG projects and people normally expect in a Broadway show a one-time investment of $20. There is a very fast-paced two-performance runs a very fast-paced two
distance runs a very fast-paced two

**TAY-SACHS TEST OFFERED**

Residents of the Capital District will be offered a genetic test starting today. October 4, which will be offered first that day in the Albany Jewish Community Center. A study of Albany nursing homes is also in the works, to determine what changes could be made, such as raising the $500 claims ceiling and setting up a system of early identification. There are now over seventy students working on PIRG projects and people normally expect in a Broadway show a one-time investment of $20. There is a very fast-paced two-performance runs a very fast-paced two
distance runs a very fast-paced two

**POLLOTT SUNY BOOKSTORE**

**ANNOUNCES THE**

**Recorded**

**all labels, great artists**

**Jazz Rock Soul**

**$1.99**

**guess who, rolling stones, jonathan edwards, deep purple**

**$2.99**

**WOODSTOCK — ISAC HAYES — ISLE OF WHITE**

**MANY MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM**

**at the Bookstore**

**OCTOBER 1, 1974**

**ALBANY STUDENT PRESS**
Classifieds

**FOR SALE**

Scooby Doo SCORPION Amplitude$75.
Well insured

**HOUSING**

谈判 for $250.00 plus utilities. Available immediately 465-7163.

**HELP WANTED**

Looking for a good conversation? Meet interesting people at
good conversation!
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editorial/comment

Better Living

First of all, phone the decision by Mayor Emery Conley on the controversial new Housing Code that went into effect in the very near future. Yesterday, the Student Association presented to the Mayor its comprehensive report on the problems of living in the downtown section of Albany.

Mr. Conley was faced with a difficult decision. On the one hand, he was obligated to take into account the concerns of the community, and on the other, the rights and interests of the residents of the university.

In a statement released after the meeting, the Student Association called for the repeal of the Housing Code, citing the lack of proper consultation with the community and the violation of residents' rights.

The Housing Code, which was enacted to provide better living conditions for university students, has been met with widespread opposition. The Student Association, along with other groups, has been calling for its repeal for the past several months.

The Housing Code was introduced in response to several incidents that occurred in the downtown area, including harassment of students and destruction of property. The code was intended to protect the rights of university students, but it has been criticized for its negative impact on local residents.

The Student Association, along with other groups, has been calling for the repeal of the Housing Code. They argue that the code has caused more harm than good and that it should be replaced with alternative solutions that better serve the needs of both students and residents.

The Student Association has been working with city officials to develop alternative solutions to the issues that prompted the creation of the Housing Code. They believe that these solutions can address the concerns of both students and residents without infringing on the rights of the latter.

In conclusion, the Student Association urges the Mayor and city officials to listen to the voices of the community and work towards a solution that best serves the needs of both students and residents. They believe that the repeal of the Housing Code is necessary to create a safer and more inclusive community for all.

Letters

Indian Consciousness

To the Editor

By Linda Dingman, President STE

The Student Indian Consciousness Committee is writing this letter to inform you of the upcoming Indian event at the university. The event will be held on Sunday, October 1st, from 2 PM to 5 PM, in the Student Center.

The purpose of the event is to promote awareness and understanding of Native American culture, history, and current issues. The event will feature guest speakers, a cultural performance, and a workshop on creating a community center for Native American students.

We encourage all students to attend and participate in the event. It is an opportunity to learn about the rich history and culture of Native Americans and to engage in meaningful dialogue with our community.

Thank you for your continued support of the Student Indian Consciousness Committee.

Sincerely,
Linda Dingman, President

Success Syndrome

To the Editor

By Seema Devi

The term "success syndrome" is often used to describe the behavior of individuals who become complacent once they achieve a certain level of success. In the university setting, this phenomenon can be seen among students who have achieved academic or professional success.

Many students who have worked hard to achieve good grades or gain a competitive job become complacent once they reach these milestones. They may become less motivated to continue pushing themselves, and may even start to feel entitled to their success.

The key to overcoming success syndrome is to remain humble and continue striving for improvement. It is important to recognize that success is a continuous journey, and that there is always room for growth and development.

In conclusion, the success syndrome is a real phenomenon that affects many students. To overcome it, we must remain humble and continue to strive for improvement.

Sincerely,
Seema Devi
Miller writes that words should explode not in a brillant color, however, the listener will not see them, in a brillant sound. Not yet. But Dylan can "be a Rolling Stone" and go on fire. Events in the background, invisible, but being nourished in the singing voice. I found him on our conversations as if I wanted. Finally surrendering to Henry Miller as a project. You start reading the man and he takes over your life. He's dangerous because he holds a mirror up to your face, and you see your reflection in it. You start reading the man and he takes inncrself revealed. Reading Miller is not just a few words, sorrows, triumphs, supposedly pure experience. Reading Miller is like a mad dog medium of his frantic prose your all too real emotions, drug-taking, dreams, of lonely empty nights. Rather the pure essence of the song itself. The words to the song, which I don't know, but the net result is not as pure as when the story unfolds.

This evening Henry Miller confronted me, and I realized that he had been knowing me all along, that he had been part of me. I was not aware of this at the time, but the words of the song had been (in some vague way) speaking to me. It is no small matter to be Henry Miller. To be a writer, a memorable writer, an outstandingly sexual writer, a writer who can make you cry. It is no small matter to be Henry Miller. To be a writer, a memorable writer, an outstandingly sexual writer, a writer who can make you cry.

Miller glides across the page in a frantic effort to convey his frantic prose. The silky smooth flow of words is interrupted by mechanical effort the writing can continue, toxicatingly sensual writer, a writer who can make you cry. Miller is incredible. Like a mad dog medium of his frantic prose your all too real emotions, drug-taking, dreams, of lonely empty nights. Rather the pure essence of the song itself. The words to the song, which I don't know, but the net result is not as pure as when the story unfolds. It is no small matter to be Henry Miller. To be a writer, a memorable writer, an outstandingly sexual writer, a writer who can make you cry. Miller is incredible.
Crafts Courses To Be Axed

The SUNYA Art Department has recently made a decision which will, although it will mean the loss and some of a group of students who are now enrolling or who have recently left its doors. The department has, as in the past, a major emphasis placed on theoretical as well as practical understanding of art and its value. This decision was made in view of budgetary constraints, and the need to reduce costs while maintaining the quality and value of the programs being offered.

Robert Welch, professor of art at SUNYA and chair of the Art Department, said, "The decision to cut the courses was difficult, but necessary for the survival of the department. The courses being cut include those in ceramics, sculpture, and printmaking. These programs have been successful, but the department has found it necessary to make cuts in order to maintain financial stability. We are doing our best to offer alternative programs and to provide our students with the opportunities they need to pursue their interests."
Obwald Saves Two Games For Booters

by Richoldes Service

Dane fans and the Great Dane soccer team gained yet another win in their Vermont trip as Obwald, Danes 'keeper, stopped a last-minute penalty to secure another victory for the Danes.

Obwald, who has steadfastly been the team's 'keeper, stopped a last-minute penalty to ensure the win. "I've been seeing a pattern in our games recently," said Obwald. "They tend to push hard in the last few minutes and I'm just trying to get them to relax."

But on this day, Obwald was up to the challenge. He made a save on a penalty kick, but the ball was rebounded and the Danes were awarded a corner. Obwald once again came up big, blocking a shot from the opposing team's striker. "I just tried to stay focused and make sure I was in position," said Obwald. "I didn't want to let the team down."
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Student Input In Tenure Decisions Threatened

Council Voids Some Elections; Extends Others Through View

by Nancy Cook and Mike Sma
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